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Android Developer
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+ Brisbane, Australia

SUMMARY
Bleeding edge like ﬂutter, or old-fashioned like Java - I love it
all. Android is my primary domain of expertise, but I also enjoy
venturing outside of my comfort zone - CI/CD, Linux servers,
and VR/AR games are just a few to mention.
During the last 5 years, I had the opportunity to work on a
great variety of projects - banking app, IoT device companion
app, GIS app, educational VR game, and many more. I
contributed to businesses of various sizes and ﬁelds, always
striving to add the most value while acquiring new
experiences.
My newest passion is Cyber Security, which is fuelled by the
Master's degree which I'm studying at the moment at Charles
Sturt University. I aspire to implement this new perspective in
my programming practices.

SKILLS
Android
XML

Java
JSON

Unity 3D
Jira

Kotlin
Groovy

C#

yaml

ﬂutter

Azure DevOps

Firebase

Dart

Git

EDUCATION
Master of Information
Technology
Charles Sturt University
~ 03/2021 - 10/2022

+ Brisbane, Australia

- Specialisation in Cyber-Security

EXPERIENCE
Android Developer
Gruntify
~ 04/2020 - Ongoing

+ Brisbane, Australia

Gruntify lets you build form templates, collect ﬁeld data and map results
– faster than any other solution available. Increase productivity, cut costs
and take the grunt out of hard work today by introducing workﬂows
powered by location intelligence.

- Specialisation in Network Security
- Academic Achievement Award 2021

Bachelor of Finance
New Bulgarian University
~ 2006 - 2010

+ Soﬁa, Bulgaria

- Major in Financial Markets
- Minor in Business Administ

- Maintained and improved legacy code
- Implemented customer features and change requests
- Drive the creation and improvement of CI/CD pipelines

VR/AR Developer
vreestory
~ 05/2018 - 04/2020

+ Remote

vreestory is a VR/AR studio with focus on educational and cultural XR
experiences, while also working with enterprise clients on immersive
training experiences.
- Developed an educational VR game with Unity 3D for the Pico Neo VR

headset

- Implemented an advertisement campaign VR game for one of the

biggest service stations in Romania on Oculus Gear VR

TRAINING
The Complete Flutter Development
Bootcamp Using Dart
The App Brewery

Unity Certiﬁed Programmer Exam
Preparation
Coursera Inc.

Android Developer
IT Talents Training Camp

- Created an AR app for one of the major museums in Romania,

providing information and historical setting to visitors

www.enhancv.com
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EXPERIENCE

MY TIME

Android Developer

F
E

Ozone.bg
~ 04/2019 - 11/2019

A

+ Soﬁa, Bulgaria

Ozone.bg is the biggest online retailer in the country when it comes to
books, tech gadgets and leisure activities. The online store is the main
point of interaction of the clients with the business.

D

- Developed and maintained an internal Android app for company

drivers to assist them in their daily deliveries

C

- Developed and maintained an internal Android app for the warehouse

staﬀ in order to transition from "pen and paper" to a modern Android
barcode scanner that automates their job

Android Developer
Musala Soft
~ 11/2018 - 04/2019

+ Soﬁa, Bulgaria

Musala Soft provides expertise and creativity in all elements of the
software life cycle - IT consulting, analysis, design, development, testing,
implementation, integration and maintenance.
- Worked on extending of the compatibility of an existing Android app

B

A

Develop new features

B

D

Analyse and solve weaknesess in
current implementation
Brainstorm to ﬁnd the best approach to
tackle every problem
Sync with the team

E

Improve personal and techical skills

F

Analyse future needs and challenges of
the project

C

for Montblanc to work with a new Bluetooth tablet

- Improved project structure and ﬁxed defects in the live version

Android Developer
Software Group
~ 04/2018 - 11/2018

+ Soﬁa, Bulgaria

Software Group is a global technology company specialized in
digitalization and integration solutions for institutions that provide
ﬁnancial services.
- Architectured a template Android app with T24 integration
- Implemented a robust remote bank teller application, translating

business requirements into high performance tablet interface

Junior Android Developer
Allterco
~ 11/2016 - 10/2017

+ Soﬁa, Bulgaria

Allterco is a group of eight companies delivering innovation through
designing, producing and distributing high quality IoT products, driven
by the inspiration of the end consumer's dream to live calmly and
happily.
- Created an Android TV box kiosk launcher for the biggest local mobile

provider

- Implemented a companion app for Bluetooth thermometers with

advanced graphical dashboard

- Developed multiple small apps for a kid's smartwatch
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